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1. Introduction 
We assume a basic familiarity with graph theory, and in particular with l-factoriza- 
tions. (For convenience, definitions concerning factorizations are presented in the 
next section.) 
It is well known that a complete graph on 2n vertices has a l-factorization; 
equivalently, scheduling the 2n - 1 rounds of a round robin tournament with 2n (or 
2n - 1) participants presents no difficulties. In fact, there exist multitudinous ways 
to do so; the number of essentially different schedules tends to infinity with n [7]. 
Much less is known, however, about the following question: suppose one selects a 
l-factor at random, then selects another which contains no edge already used, and 
so on. Can a l-factorization always be obtained? 
In terms of scheduling, we are discussing the following situation: Suppose the pre- 
pared schedule is lost, forgotten or otherwise unavailable, and so the 2n participants 
are paired arbitrarily for the first round of the tournament. Then the pairing is made 
for the second round in a ‘compatible manner’, i.e. making sure only that no players 
will be scheduled to oppose each other if they did already in the first round. One 
proceeds to determine the opponents meeting in the third round in the same way, 
and so on. Two questions suddenly occur (to the one responsible for scheduling). 
First, could it happen that due to the way the rounds already played were deter- 
mined, no further round can be scheduled although some opponents still have not 
met? Second, even if further round(s) could be scheduled, could it be that under no 
circumstances would one be able to complete the round robin? 
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It is natural to call sets of rounds of the former kind maximal, and those of the 
latter kind premature. Maximal sets do indeed exist (see [2,3]). The main purpose of 
this paper is to confirm the fears of the scheduler by demonstrating the existence of 
premature sets in a great many cases. Actually, a bit of reflection reveals that the 
existence of ‘large’ premature sets is not really unexpected. We are able to alleviate 
only the very worst fears of the scheduler by showing that there are no premature 
sets of three rounds although we believe that there are no ‘small’ premature sets. 
Our main interest is in studying the variation available in sets of one-factors. 
However, in case the reader thinks we are postulating an unrealistically naive 
scheduler, we point out that the idea arose in a telephone call received by one of us, 
from a scheduler with such a problem! Moreover, the situation described could 
arise due to a copying error or other mistake in preparing the schedule. 
2. Existence of large premature sets 
A 1 -factor of a graph G is a regular subgraph of degree 1: a near- 1 -factor of G is a 
subgraph with a unique isolated vertex and remaining vertices of degree 1. A I-fac- 
torization (near-l-factorization, respectively) of G is a set of l-factors (near-l- 
factors, respectively) which partitions the edge-set of G. It is well known that Kz, 
and K,,. have 1 -factorizations and Kzn + , has a near-l-factorization for all n. Any 
set of disjoint edges will be called a partial l-factor of G. 
A set S of l-factors of G is compatible if the members of S are pairwise edge- 
disjoint. The leave of a set S of l-factors of G is the complement of the union of the 
members of S. A compatible set of l-factors is maximal if its leave is nonempty but 
contains no l-factor. A compatible set of l-factors is premature if its leave is non- 
empty but has no l-factorization. 
Theorem 2.1. There is a premature set of k one-factors in K,, whenever k is even 
andn<k<2n-$andfork=2n_4whennisodd,nz5. 
-- 
Proof. Let U=(1,2 ,..., 2r+l}, 0={1,2 ,..., 2r+l}, and let (U,,) be the bi- 
partition of the complete bipartite graph KZr + 1, 2r + 1. Let L = {LO, L I, . . . , Lzr} be a 
l-factorization of it where 
Li={{l,l+i},{2,2+i} ,..., {2r+l,F}} 
(the labels being reduced modulo 2r + 1 whenever necessary). 
Ifnisodd,sayn=2r+1,takeFjtobeLifori=1,2,...,2r.Sincek>nandkis 
even, we can write k = 2r +s for some positive even integer s. Let now E = 
{E,,J%, . . ..Gr+. } be a l-factorization of K2r+2 on (00, 1,2, . . ..2r+ l} with the 
property that (00, i> E E;; write i?; for Ej with x replaced by R for each vertex x. With- 
out loss of generality we may assume that ES contains edges {s+ l,s+2}, 
{s+3,s+4}, . . . . (2r - 1,2r}. Define 
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F ~,+;=E;uE;u{{i,~}\{{oQ},{cg}, llils-1 
F 2r+s=~sU~~u{{~,~},{S+l,S+l3r...,{2r,2r})\{~,~},{~,~}, ~- ___ 
{s+ l,s+2}, {s+ l,s+2}, . ..) {2r- 1,2r), {2r- 1,2r}}. 
Then Fi,& . ...&+, is a compatible set of k one-factors of Kzn on { 1,2, . . . ,2r + 1, -- 
1,2, . ..) 2r + 1) but its leave has no l-factorization as it contains {2r + 1,2r + l} as 
a bridge. 
Suppose n is even: n = 2r. Take F; to be 
which is a l-factor in a graph with vertices { 1,2, . . . . 2r + 1, 1,2, . . . . 2r - 1). Again, 
write k=2r+.s. Let E= {E,,E,, . . ..E.,+,} be a l-factorization of K2,.+* on 
(03, l-2, . . . . 2r + I} such that E, contains (00, i} for all i, and that E, contains 
{s+l,s+t+l}, {s+2,s+t+2}, . ..) {s+t,s+2t} and {2r,2r+l} where t=r-1 =+s. 
Let further D = {D,, Dz, . . ..D.,~,)bea1-factorizationofK2ron{00,1,2,...,2r-1} 
suchthat {~,~~DiforalliandthatD,~contains(s+l,s+t+l}, {s+2,s+t+2}, . . . . 






{s+l,s+t+l},{s+l,s} )..., {s+2t-l,s+2t}}. 
The l-factors F,, F2, . . . . FZr+$ are compatible provided t > 1, i.e., s < 2r - 4, and 
form a premature set as (2r - 1,2r - I} is a bridge in its leave. 
Corollary 2.2. There is a premature set of k one-factors in K2,, whenever n 5 k I 
2n - 3, n odd, and n <k I 2n - 3, n even. 
Proof. In all of the above cases where k is odd there exists a maximal set of l-factors 
which is a fortiori premature (see [3]). When n is even and k = 2n - 4 there is a 
maximal set whenever 2n 2 16 (see [2]) so there remains only the case of 8 one- 
factors in K12. However, it is easily verified that the set of l-factors 
6 = {{1,9), (2, lo>, 13, 111, (4, 121, (561, (7,811, 
Fz = ((1, lo>, 12, 11>,{3, 121, {4,5}, (681, {7,9}}, 
F3 = ((1, 111,{2,12}, (3341, (5981, {6,9}, (7, lo}}, 
F4 = {Il, 121, (2931, {4,8), {5,9}, (6, lo}, (7, ll}}, 
F5 = {{1,2), {3,8), {4,9>, (5, lo}, (61 I}, (7,12}}, 
F6 = {{1,7), {2,8), {3,9>, (4, lo}, (5, 1 I}, {6,12}}, 
F7 = {{1,61, {2,7}, (3951, (471 I}, {8,12}, 19, lo}}, 
FR = {{1,8), {2,9},{3, lo>, {4,6},{5,7},{11,12}} 
is compatible, and its leave contains the bridge (5,121. 
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3. Premature sets of three l-factors 
It is well known that given an rxn latin rectangle (r< n), one can add to it 
another row to build an (r + 1) x n latin rectangle. The argument for showing this is 
based on Philip Hall’s theorem on systems of distinct representatives (see, e.g., [6]). 
We will need a slight extension of this result. An incomplete r x n latin rectangle is 
one whose cells are either empty or contain one of given n symbols with no symbol 
appearing more than once in any of the r rows or n columns. Then exactly the same 
argument as that of [6] produces immediately the following: 
Lemma 3.1. Given an r x n incomplete latin rectangle with r < n, one can add to it 
another complete row (to obtain an (r + 1) x n incomplete latin rectangle). 
We may assume for simplicity (and without loss of generality) that none of the r 
rows consists entirely of empty cells. In that case, the rows of an incomplete r x n 
latin rectangle correspond to partial I -factors of K,,. , and then Lemma I says, in 
effect, that given any set of r (< n) partial 1 -factors of K,, n, one can find a 1 -factor 
compatible with this set. 
We will need another auxiliary result. It concerns special but very simple sub- 
graphs of Kin. If the vertex-set of Kin is CIU 0 with (CII = /O( = n, one can think of 
KS,, as the union of K, on U, of K, on frand of K,,. with bipartition (CJ, 0). Define a 
CTF-graph as a subgraph of Kzn which is either an r-regular subgraph T of K,,. 
(with bipartition (CJ, u)), where r < n, or the union of such a subgraph with either: 
(i) (if n is even) l-factors F and F of the complete graphs on U and 0; or 
(ii) (if n is odd) near-l-factors F and F of the complete graphs on U and u, 
together with the edge joining the isolated vertices (in this latter case the last- 
mentioned edge must be disjoint from T). The result we need is: 
Lemma 3.2. The leave of a CTF-graph has a l-factorization. 
Proof. If n is even, factorize separately the leave of the bipartite subgraph of K,,. 
with bipartition (U, 0) (this can be done by Lemma 3.1), and the leave of the (at 
most) one l-factor of K,, on U, and of K, on 0 (combining arbitrarily the resulting 
‘half-factors’). 
If n is odd, factorize again the leave of the bipartite subgraph of K,,. but reserve 
one l-factor, say L. Further take a near-l-factorization .Y ($ respectively) of the K, 
on U (K, on 0, respectively). Denote by F, and & the factors having isolated 
vertices x and J in the respective factorizations. In the case where the CTF-graph 
contains near-l-factors F and F, the factorizations .9 and .P must be chosen so that 
F = F, and F=Fw for some particular u and iir, and {u, “} must lie in the reserved l- 
factor L. Now for each edge {x, ~1 in L, form the l-factor which is the union of F;, 
&, and { (x, y }}. These factors (with F, U Fw U { { u, iv}} deleted if necessary) form 
the required l-factorization. 
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Lemma 3.3. There exists no premature set of three l-factors in K8 or Klo. 
Proof. There are six nonisomorphic cubic graphs on 8 vertices, each of them 
l-factorable, and the complement of each of them l-factorable. In fact, each of the 
5 connected cubic graphs on 8 vertices can be found among the union of triples of 
l-factors of a particular l-factorization of Kg (type C in [8], type 5 in [9]) while the 
complement of the disconnected one is bipartite. 
There are 21 nonisomorphic cubic graphs on 10 vertices. The 19 connected ones 
are listed in [l]. Nos. 1 and 19 in the list of [l] do not have a l-factorization, while 
Nos. 14 and 17 are bipartite. The I-factorizations of K,tr have been listed in full by 
Gelling [4] (see also [5]). Consider the following l-factorization (No. 219 in [4]): 
F, = ]11,21, {3,4], {5,6}, {7,8}, (9, 101, 
Fz = {{1,3], t&5}, {4,7}, (691, (8, 101, 
4 = {(1,41, l&6}, (3991, (5,8}, (7, lo}, 
F4 = ({1,51, {‘Lg), 13, 101, {4,6}, {7,9}, 
F, = ({1,6), 12, lo>, {3,7}, {4,51, {8,9}, 
~6 = 1]1,7], {2,9),13,5), {4,10), {6,81, 
F7 = {{l,gI, {2,3}, {4,9], {5,7}, (6, 101, 
F8 = 1{1,91, I&71, {3,6], {4,8], (5, 101, 
Fs = ((1, 101, {2,4], {3,8}, {5,9>, (67). 
Here F2 U F4 U F9 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 2, 
F, U F4 U F5 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 3, 
F3 U F, U F8 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 4, 
F, U F3 U F4 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 5, 
F, U F3 U F, is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 6, 
F, U F4 U FR is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 7, 
F, U F3 U F, is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 8, 
F, U F2 U F5 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 9, 
F, U F2 U F, is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 10, 
F, U F, U F9 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 11, 
F, U F2 U F3 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 12, 
F, U F2 U F, is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 13, 
F2 U F4 U F8 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 15, 
F, U F4 U F9 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 16, 
F, U F3 U F8 is isomorphic to the cubic graph No. 18. 
The two disconnected cubic graphs on 10 vertices can be found, for example, among 
the unions of triples of l-factors of the I-factorizations No. 1 and No. 50, respec- 
tively of the listing in [4]. 
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Theorem 3.4. If n 2 6, then there is no premature set of three 1 -factors in Kz,, . 
Proof. Let the vertex set of Kin be U U 0 where (U, 0) is a bipartition of the union 
of (arbitrarily chosen) two, say, A, B, of the three given compatible l-factors. Let C 
be the third l-factor. Then clearly the number of edges of C whose both ends are in 
U is the same as the number of edges of C whose both ends are in 0. Let this 
number be p. To prove our theorem, we will enlarge our set of l-factors, if 
necessary, by further l-factors to obtain a CTF-graph. Distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: p # 1. If p = 0, then A U B U C is already a CTF-graph whose comple- 
ment has a l-factorization by Lemma 3.2. If p 2 2, let e,, . . . , ep, and P,, . . ., cp be the 
edges of C having both ends in U and ii, respectively. First suppose n is even. The 
bipartite subgraph G of K2,, with bipartition (U,, fr,), U, c U, U, C Owith the same 
vertex-set as these 2p edges has at least 8 vertices (as p 2 2). Therefore by Lemma 
3.1 there is a l-factor, say 0, of G whose edges are joining vertices of U, to vertices 
of 0, and which is compatible with A and B. Extend now D to a l-factor D of Kzn 
by arbitrarily pairing vertices of U \ U, , and pairing vertices of 0 \ 0,. Clearly, 
AUBUCUDisaCTF-graph. 
If n is odd, U, and 0, are defined as above, but G is defined by the bipartition 
(U, U {x}, 8, U {n}), for some arbitrarily chosen x E U \ CJ, and R E 0 \ 0,. If {x, n} 
is not an edge of A U B U C, then D is chosen so as to contain {x, K}; apart from this, 
it is an arbitrary l-factor of G which is compatible with A, B and C; D is defined 
from D as in the case of n even. Again, A U B U C U D is a CTF-graph. 
_- 
Case 2: p = 1. Let { 1,2} (E U), { 1,2} (E 0) be edges of C. If among the four 
edges { 1, i}, (1, Z}, (2, i}, (2,2} there are two disjoint ones that do not occur in 
A U B, then form a l-factor D of Kz,, by including into D these two edges and 
further pairing arbitrarily remaining vertices of U (of 0, respectively), with one 
unused edge from U to fr in the case of n odd. Again, A U B U CUD is a CTF- 
graph. Assume then that this is not the case, i.e., there are no two such edges. Since 
n 2 6, by Lemma 3.1 there exist three mutually compatible l-factors F, F’, F” of 
K,,. on (U, fr) compatible with A, B and C. At most two of them can contain an 
edge joining two of 1,2, 1,2. Let, say, D be the l-factor not containing any such 
edge, and let {1,X}, (2,Y}, {z,i), {w,z} (z,wEU,X,YE@ be edges in 6. Let 
U, = U \ {z,, IV}, 0, = fr \ (2, Jo>. Then again by Lemma 3.1 there exists a l-factor of 
K,_2,nPZ on (U,, i?,), say ,!?, compatible with A, B, C. Define now a l-factor E of 
K2,, by E = L? U {{z, w}, {x, J}}. If n is even, a l-factor D is constructed by taking 
{l,q, {24, {zJ), {wZ> and arbitrarily selecting +(n -4) edges each from -- 
U \ { 1,2, z, w} and O\ { 1,2, Z, J>. If n is odd, n - 2 2 5, so there is a l-factor of the 
K n-2,n-2 on (U,, fr,) which is compatible with A, B, C and d, and this l-factor will 
contain at least one edge not incident with 1, 2, i or 2. Let {t, T} be such an edge. 
Then D is constructed by taking {1,X), {2,g}, {z, i}, {w,?!}, {t,f} and $(n-5) 
edgesfromU\{1,2,x,y,t)andif\{i,Z,~,,,7}.IneithercaseAUBUCUDUE 
is a CTF-graph, and applying Lemma 3.2 completes the proof. 
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Corollary 3.5. If n 2 4, there exists no premature set of three l-factors in K,, . 
The condition n > 3 is necessary since there is a maximal set of three l-factors in 
K6. The corollary follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. 
4. Conclusion and open problems 
With the existence problem for ‘large’ premature sets being essentially settled, one 
open question remains: Do there exist premature sets of n one-factors in K2,, when n 
is even? Much more needs to be done on the nonexistence of small premature sets. 
We believe that the following holds: 
Conjecture. For any positive integer k, there exists n(k) such that if n > n(k), then 
any premature set of l-factors of K,,, contains more than k one-factors. 
It seems unlikely that the methods of Section 3 could be extended to prove this 
conjecture. 
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